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About us

Directors: A. Gómez-Pérez,  O. Corcho
Position: Top-10 in the UPM ranking (200 groups)

Research Group (~40 people)
o 5 Full Professors
o 1 Lecturer
o 5 Associate Professors
o 1 Assistant Professors
o 6 Senior Researchers / 

Postdocs
o 13 PhD Students
o 3 software engineers
o 1 system administrator
o 2 project managers
o Several MSc and BSc

Students

200+ Past Collaborators
50+ Past Visitors

https://oeg.fi.upm.es/
https://github.com/oeg-upm
@oeg_upm
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Web-scale Data 
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Data-driven
language technologies
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Objectives of this talk

4

§ Show you some of the work that I have been involved in in the context of
the EOSC FAIR Working Group (2019-2020) and in the EOSC 
Association Task Force on Semantic Interoperability (2022 onwards)
o The EOSC Interoperability Framework
o Foreseen reports

§ Our current work on FAIR Ontologies and FOOPS!

§ Some of our ongoing work on FAIR-IMPACT

4
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Block 1.EOSC activities around
semantic interoperability

5

EOSC Working groups (2019-2020)

6

https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/eosc-working-groups

Task forces:
- FAIR Practice
- Interoperability
- Metrics and 

certification
- PIDs
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https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/eosc-working-groups
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EOSC EB Timeline (for 2020)

7
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What is interoperability? And in EOSC?

§ Interoperability - a characteristic of an IT system, whose interfaces
are completely understood, to work with other IT systems, at present or
in the future, in either implementation or access, without any restrictions
or with a controlled access [Source: Wikipedia]

§ Interoperability is focused on making sure that the data can be 
integrated with other data, and can be used with applications or
workflows for analysis, storage, and processing. Furthermore, the
following principles are identified (for data and its corresponding
metadata) [Source: FAIR Data Principles: 
https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18]:
o I1. (Meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly

applicable language for knowledge representation
o I2. (Meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles
o I3. (Meta)data include qualified references to other (meta)data

“Data” should be understood in a very general manner (also software, 

workflows, notebooks, publications, etc.)

As interoperable as possible (technically, semantically, legally…)

8

https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18
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Minimum Viable EOSC

Why do we need an EOSC Interoperability Framework?

§ Why? Successful, effective, homogeneous and sustainable “data” 
sharing inside and across research communities

10

Investigate & 
Questionnaire

Evaluate & 
report on tech 
practice and 

standards

Legal & 
semantic 

interoperability

EOSC 
Interoperability 

Framework

Roadmap of activities in the FAIR WG

§ Four main steps

o Investigate interoperability practices 
across disciplines and scientific 
communities

o Evaluate and create an internal report 
on practice and technical
interoperability

o Investigate semantic and legal
interoperability further

o Collaborate with FAIR Architecture WG 
to release EOSC Interoperability 
Framework

11
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EOSC Interoperability Framework

12

https://op.europa.eu/s/oZnu

How to cite:
European Commission, Directorate-General for
Research and Innovation, Corcho, O., Eriksson, M., 
Kurowski, K., et al., EOSC interoperability
framework: report from the EOSC Executive Board
Working Groups FAIR and Architecture, Publications
Office, 2021
https://data.europa.eu/doi/10.2777/620649
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Layers of interoperability

The European Interoperability Framework four levels of interoperability

Licenses Data protection
GDPR

Copyright

Policy

Governance

Community standards
Metadata & Ontologies
Interpretation of meaning & 
structure

Frameworks

Services
Infrastructure providers

Rules of participation
Bringing communities together

13

https://op.europa.eu/s/oZnu
https://data.europa.eu/doi/10.2777/620649
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Problems, needs and recommendations

14

Recommendations (I)

15
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Recommendations (II)

16

Semantic view

Photo by William Iven on Unsplash
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https://unsplash.com/@firmbee?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/design?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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Semantic Interoperability. Problems

§ There is a generalised lack of common explicit definitions about the terms 
that are used by user communities. This is especially a problem in the case of 
trying to share resources across communities.

§ Not only term definitions are usually lacking, but also common semantic 
artefacts across communities (e.g., general ontologies that can be shared). 
And in case that they exist, these artefacts are not necessarily sufficiently well 
documented.

§ The previous problem is exacerbated by the fact that there is a generalised
lack of common reference repositories or registries of semantic artefacts
(e.g., ontology catalogues). Only some communities are actively maintaining 
such resources (e.g., Schema.org , BioPortal , Agroportal , CESSDA’s 
Thesaurus Manager System)

§ Data collections are usually poorly documented, in terms of the metadata that 
is made available for them. Besides, there is no common metadata schema 
across communities, what results in different ones being used in different 
communities (e.g., DCAT, DDI4, DataCite, DarwinCore, RDA Metadata 
Directory , FAIRSharing )

§ In general, there is a lack of metadata standards that allow the description, 
functional preservation and ultimately re-use of the data stored.

18

Semantic Interoperability. Needs

§ Need for principled approaches and tools for ontology and metadata 
schema creation, maintenance, governance and use. Different communities 
are using different tools and representation models for their semantic artefacts. 
It is not uncommon to see UML models being used as standardised models for 
such representation, lacking sometimes the needed formality to describe terms 
and their relationships.

§ Need for harmonisation across disciplines. It should be possible for a user 
of one community to add metadata to existing items (data and semantic 
artefacts) according to their own research discipline practices (e.g., a social 
scientist can add DDI-based metadata for a dataset coming from an 
environmental scientist). Allow a researcher from a discipline to transform 
metadata (or data) from one discipline’s format/annotations to another.

§ Need to harmonise the same type of data (e.g., observational data in 
environmental sciences as being done in the I-ADOPT RDA WG).

§ Need for federated access over existing research data repositories (both 
inside a discipline and across disciplines). How to support discovery of data on 
the basis of a high-level description, and possibly also on more details like 
concepts related to observations and variables?

19
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Semantic Interoperability. Recommendations (I)

§ All communities should be generating clear and precise definitions for 
the terms that they use, as well as their metadata and data schemas. 
These definitions should be publicly available, referenced by a persistent 
identifier and shared in EOSC. Furthermore, a classification for research 
disciplines (e.g., DFG’s subject area classification) should be also 
explicitly created and shared.

§ Every semantic artefact that is being maintained in EOSC must have 
sufficient associated documentation, with clear examples of usage 
and conceptual diagrams. Furthermore, any semantic artefact should 
also be FAIR. 

§ Semantic artefacts should be preferably open (e.g., like in W3C).
§ EOSC should provide support for the maintenance of a repository of 

semantic artefacts, and a governance framework for such a 
repository. For example, SKOS thesauri may be maintained using 
services similar to the CESSDA Vocabulary Service.

20

Semantic Interoperability. Recommendations (II)

§ There should be extensibility options to allow for disciplinary metadata 
that is typical for some research communities, allowing 
users/researchers to add annotations according to the established 
practices of their communities, if relevant (e.g., a social scientist adding 
DDI-based metadata on a GIS dataset that has only geographical-
oriented metadata) and with sufficient provenance information on the 
annotations.

§ A simple vocabulary should be proposed for allowing discovery over 
existing federated research data and metadata (extension of DCAT-
AP, DDI 4 Core, or DataCite core schema). There should be some 
alignment among them, and maybe this should be layered/prioritised

§ Not only data should be considered in this context, but also this should 
be extensible to other types of resources used in Science, such as 
methods, scientific workflows, laboratory protocols, etc. 

§ There should be clear protocols and building blocks for the 
federation/harvesting of semantic artefact catalogues.

21
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In summary

22

22

Use-case - Semantic view

A study doing research on a rare disease are looking for clinical register data using
EOSC in order to reach the population size needed. The study need to find datasets
with clinical outcome data that are interoperable with the study population and the 
study variables created for the rare disease population.
§ Metadata Catalogue - A EOSC Service provides minimal metadata in a open format for the 

digital object, in this case DataCite metadata, that are indexed in a searchable resource and used by the 
study to find several candidate datasets matching the population.

§ The study analyse the candidate datasets in detail to find out if they are interoperable with the study
population. The candidate datasets define their population in the Metadata Catalogue with a 
Semantic Mapping to a ICD10 classification that is used to define the populations inclusion and 
exclusion criterias. The definitions fullfill the studys interoperability requirements.

§ A EOSC Service provides granular metadata in a metadata catalogue describing variables
according the domain specific metadata standards used by the candidate datasets. Each
variable is provisioned as a FAIR Digital object containing identifiers resolving into a concept
within a Semantic artefact and the domain metadatastandard used, in this case the Semantic Artefact
SnomedCT and domain metdata described using DDI in one dataset and HL7FHIR in the others.

§ Evaluation of commonalities – By comparing the populations, the variables and the SnomedCT
concepts mapped to the selected variables from the different datasets, using their persistant
identifiers, the study concludes that the selected variables within the datasets are semantically
interoperable and can be pooled when setting up the workflow pipeline.

23
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Towards the EOSC IF

And two accompanying sets of materials:
• Eriksson, van de Sanden, Kurowski, Coppens, Corcho, Ojsteršek, & Choirat. (2021). EOSC Interoperability

Framework Reference Architecture (Version 1.0). Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4420096
• Ojsteršek. (2021). Crosswalk of most used metadata schemes and guidelines for metadata interoperability

(Version 1.0) [Data set]. Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4420116

24

Architecture WG - Envisioned EOSC MVE

25

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4420096
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4420116
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Metadata Catalogue

DCAT, DataCite etcWhat collection of digital objects does this
service provide?

What (semantic) structure are used to 
describe data to be exchanged?

What digital objects do the service 
provide on a more granular level?

Example

ISO11179, Prov-O, GSIM 
etc

DDI, HL7FHIR etc

Minimal Metadata

Conceptual Metadata 
FW

Domain Metadata

What is the identifier metadata scheme? DOI, ORCID etc Identifier Scheme

28
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Semantic Artefacts

FAIRSharing, BioPortal etcWhat collection of Ontologies, Terminologies, Controlled
Vocabularies are used to define the meaning of a digital 
object?
Descriptions of the collections (metadata) and its concepts
and how are they related to more general or specialised
concepts?

At what level of formality are the digital objects
defined?

Example

SnomedCT, OMOP, Human 
Phenotype Ontology etc ..

Human Phenotype Ontology
etc

Semantic Artefact
Catalogue

Semantic Artefact

Ontology

Terminology

Controlled
Vocabulary

Data ModelOMOP* Common Data Model
etc

*Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership

SnomedCT etc ..

DDI Mode of Collection etc ..

29

Mapping Repository

DCATWhat does a digital object in one metadata standard 
translate to in another metadata standard?

What does a digital object in one Semantic Artefact
translate to in another Semantic Artefact?

What concept in a Semantic Artefact does a 
variable in a metdata standard map to?

Example

SnomedCT

399534004 | cN category 
(observable entity) |

DataCite

ICD10

A_NStadExtra

30
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EOSC IF document ready
And now what?

39

EOSC Association 
AISBL

Rue du Luxembourg 3
BE-1000 Brussels, Belgium
+32 2 537 73 18
info@eosc.eu | 
www.eosc.eu
Reg. number: 0755 723 931
VAT number: BE0755 723 
931

Wolmar Nyberg Åkerström

Co-chair of EOSC Semantic Interoperability TF

Data steward, ELIXIR Sweden / NBIS, SciLifeLab

wolmar.n.akerstrom@uu.se

Oscar Corcho

Co-chair of EOSC Semantic Interoperability TF

Professor, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

oscar.corcho@upm.es

41
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EOSC-A Task Force “Semantic Interoperability” - Objectives

4
2

O1: Explorations into Semantic Interoperability
• O1.1: Select/Recommend common metadata standards for a broad 

range of ‘data’
• O1.2: Suggest next steps in the development of catalogues for 

metadata standards
• O1.3: Evolve syntactic interoperability for data formats, metadata 

schemas and services
• O1.4: Support the alignment/matching of semantic artefacts, both at 

the domain level and at the top level, e.g., by recommending how 
crosswalks across them should be implemented and enacted

• O1.5: Evolve the descriptions of the technical components for 
semantic interoperability that were identified in the original EOSC IF

• O1.6: Propose strategies for long-term preservation of semantic 
artefacts

O2. Knowledge Exchange around Semantic Interoperability

O3. Recommendations

Refined version of the IF

42

Towards a web of FAIR data and services

4
3

§Addressing interoperability 
challenges
§EOSC Interoperability Framework report and beyond

§Vocabularies and crosswalks
§Encoding and exchanging research information as data 
understood by tools, workflows and infrastructures

§Catalogues for vocabularies
§Promoting FAIR—finable, accessible, interoperable and 
reusable—vocabularies within and across domains

§Pragmatic interoperability
§Working at the intersection of theoretical frameworks and 
practical applications in research

43
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Synergies across actors and initiatives

4
4

§Thematic explorations (Objective 1)
§Depart from the task force charter, EOSC projects and 
interoperability initiatives around the Task Force members 

§Strategic knowledge exchange (Objective 2)
§Organise workshops and collaborative problem-solving activities, 
accumulating literature, examples of solutions and feedback.

§Converging on recommendations 
(Objective 3)
§Produce a set of recommendations on Semantic Interoperability 
to support the wider EOSC community

§Expected core deliverables
§Scientific articles and/or conference presentations, events 
organised with stakeholders, and reports and/or guidelines on 
semantic interoperability, etc.

44

Representing the wider EOSC community

4
5

§Task force members as liaisons
§40+ members working to identify and address gaps

§(Meta)data standards (Theme 1)
§A landscape of semantic interoperability and the 
application of metadata standards

§Semantic artefact catalogues 
(Theme 2)
§A survey of characteristics and recommendations on 
semantic artefact catalogues

§Use cases (Theme 3)
§A collection of use cases based on real-world 
interoperability case studies from the EOSC community

Departs from EOSC projects and 
interoperability initiatives around 

the Task Force members

45
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(Meta)data standards (Theme 1)

4
6

§Semantic interoperability landscape
What aspects are covered by the Task Force?
§What does semantic interoperability mean in practice?
§What is missing between covered aspects and practices?

§Coordination
Kurt Baumann <kurt.baumann@switch.ch>
Milan Ojsteršek <milan.ojstersek@um.si>

§20+ members engaged

Vision

“A foundation of FAIR digital objects 
based on minimal metadata sets, 
which allow crosswalks into 
various schemas/ontologies with a 
clear view reflecting metadata 
quality to interoperability.”

46

Survey of schemas, guidelines and vocabularies 

4
7

§Interoperability recommendations
Minimum (meta)data set and interoperability indicators

§Inventory of tools for interoperability
Crosswalks, services, methods and formal languages

§Long-term sustainability
Recommendations for governance and processes for preservation and maintenance of semantic artefacts

47
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Semantic artefact catalogues (Theme 2)

4
8

§Towards a maturity model
What is a catalogue of semantic artefacts? 
§Which dimensions can be used to assess maturity?

§Coordination
Yann Le Franc <ylefranc@esciencefactory.com>
Oscar Corcho <oscar.corcho@upm.es>
Silvio Peroni <silvio.peroni@unibo.it>

§10+ members engaged

Semantic artefact
noun /sɪˈmæn.tɪk ˈɑː.tə.fækt/

“A machine-actionable and -readable 
formalisation of a conceptualisation, 
enabling sharing and reuse by humans 
and machines. These artefacts may 
have a broad range of formalisation, 
from loose sets of terms, taxonomies, 
thesauri to higher-order logics.”

48

Survey of semantic artefact catalogues

4
9

§Literature study in progress
§Currently 14 documents selected addressing 2 questions

§What is a semantic artefact catalogue?
§Inclusive definition that also covers web pages with metadata in human-readable form…

§Which dimensions indicate maturity?
§12 dimensions have been identified for measuring the maturity of catalogues for semantic artefacts

§Other questions to consider?
§Provide feedback using Mentimeter

§Availability of metadata (7 refs)
§Openness  (8 refs)
§Quality of semantic artefacts (4 refs)
§Availability (7 refs)
§Statistics on artefacts and usage (1 ref)
§PIDs for semantic artefacts (5 refs)
§Governance mechanisms (8 refs)
§Community/stakeholders involved (5 
refs)
§Sustainability of the catalogue (6 refs)
§Technology/Tools used (6 refs)
§…

49
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Use cases (Theme 3)

5
0

§Semantic interoperability use cases 
Draw on communities to share success stories and define use cases for existing and potential EOSC services

§Coordination 
Wolmar Nyberg Åkerström <wolmar.n.akerstrom@uu.se>

§20+ members engaged 

50

A perspective on what works well

5
1

§Journeys come in many shapes
§Use cases and case studies can demonstrate value and engage stakeholders in requirements gathering

§Use cases and communities
§ELIXIR draws on communities to share success stories and define use cases for its services

§Semantic interoperability use cases 
Provide 1) input to the initiatives that are shaping EOSC and 2) examples and lessons learned to stakeholders

+ Toxicology

+ Food & Nutrition

https://elixir-europe.org/how-we-work

51

https://elixir-europe.org/how-we-work
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A shared vision of the journey

5
3

§Use cases demonstrate value
§Prevalent in contexts ranging from product sales, to EOSC projects, and healthcare governance

§Adopters recognise themselves
§Used in requirements gathering and communication

§Builders can see the full picture
§Used in development and validation of services

§Policy can ensure representation
§Mapping the landscape of stakeholders and how they are served by different use cases

Illustrations © 2020 MANYPIXELS PTE LTD

53

54https://eosc-portal.eu/eosc-in-practice/use-cases29 November 2022 | EOSC-A 5th General Assembly Meeting

54

https://eosc-portal.eu/eosc-in-practice/use-cases
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Capturing journeys at different levels

5
5

§Case studies are real-world scenarios
§Actual people and organisations adopting a solution in a 
specific context and outcomes of their efforts 

§Use cases can be business focused 
§How a stakeholder group can approach adopting a solution to 
achieve broader goals and outcomes

§Use cases can be task focused 
§How a user interacts with different services and resources to 
complete a task

§Conceptual models tie them together
§Actors, components and resources involved and how they 
relate to more general categories

Illustrations © 2020 MANYPIXELS PTE LTD

55

Semantic interoperability journeys

5
6

§Capturing case studies and use 
cases
§Encourage the wider EOSC stakeholder community to 
contribute interesting and representative examples

§Indexing for adopters and builders
§Compare and consolidate across stakeholders, tasks, goals 
and component of the EOSC IF

§Representing the EOSC community
§Identify and fill gaps in the types of organisations, domains 
and goals captured by the task force

Illustrations © 2020 MANYPIXELS PTE LTD

56
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Shared practices for EOSC Association

5
8

§Guide initiatives through journeys
§Coordination and steering through the TFs could be better with a shared vision and comprehensive picture

§Host a shared task force catalogue
§Keeping accumulated case studies in one place could increase their visibility and avoid redundant efforts

§Promote best practices and resources
§Pooling experiences, procedures and skills will help TF members focus on content over process

§Liaise between EOSC projects and TFs
§Creating opportunities to communicate can foster further collaboration and synergies

Illustrations © 2020 MANYPIXELS PTE LTD

58

59

Block 2. Towards FAIR 
ontologies (semantic artefacts)
Based on Poveda-Villalón M, Espinoza-Arias P, Garijo D, 
Corcho.O (2020) Coming to terms to FAIR Ontologies”. 

EKAW2020

59
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Introduction

60

Linked
Data

Open
Data

FAIR
Data

Image taken from https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html

Linked Data principles

Wilkinson, M. D. et al. The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data 
management and stewardship. https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18 (2016)

https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201618

60

Introduction

61

§ There is a clear movement towards expanding the application of the FAIR principles 
beyond research data [EOSC Interoperability Framework]

§ Ontologies are often the result of research activities or fundamental components in 
many research areas

§ Some initiatives (FAIRsFAIR EU Project recommendations, GO-FAIR implementation network
GO-INTER, RDA Vocabulary Services Interest Group, “Best Practices for Implementing FAIR 
Vocabularies and Ontologies on the Web”…)

How do these works fit with the Ontology Engineering community?

There is a need to open a broader discussion of the technical and social
consequences of adopting the FAIR principles for the publication and sharing
of ontologies, and that such discussion should incorporate the views of the 
Ontology Engineering community; 

61

https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18
https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata201618
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What is a semantic artefact?

62

Linked Open Data /  RDF Dumps Vocabularies/ontologies/taxonomies

And some more… Shared data models, XSDs, UML models, etc.

62

Anatomy of a Semantic Artefact

63

https://ontology.org/namespace#

Documentation

OWL

text/html
RDF 
serialization
e.g. 
(text/turtle)

Need to preserve:
1. URI 
2. Documentation
3. Serialization (includes metadata)

https://w3id.org/

63
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Outline

64

1) Comparing existing approaches

2) Semantic Web practices to be adopted and open issues for FAIR Ontologies

64

17 recommendations, related to one or more FAIR principles related to:
q URIs
q (minimun) metadata including provenance, license, etc.
q Semantic repositories

• API
• Cross access
• Secure protocols

q Use standards (languages, vocabularies)
q Mappings (between artefacts, to foundational ontologies)

Framework

65

Le Franc, Y., Parland-von Essen, J., Bonino, L., Lehväslaiho, et al., . D2.2 FAIR semantics: First recommendations (2020) 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3707985

65
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Framework

66

“Best Practices for Implementing
FAIR Vocabularies and Ontologies
on the Web” 
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10 guidelines for publishing FAIR ontologies and vocabularies related to:
q Accessible and permanent ontology URIs 
q Generation of reusable documentation (metadata and human oriented)
q Publication of ontologies on the Web (formats, findable) 

Garijo, Daniel, and María Poveda-Villalón. "Best Practices for Implementing FAIR Vocabularies and Ontologies
on the Web." arXiv preprint arXiv:2003.13084 (2020)

66

Framework

67

“Best Practices for Implementing
FAIR Vocabularies and Ontologies
on the Web” 
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⭐ Publish your vocabulary on the Web at a stable
URI with a open license
⭐⭐ Provide human-readable documentation and 
basic metadata such as creator,publisher, date of 
creation, last modification, version number
⭐⭐⭐ Provide labels and descriptions, if possible
in several languages, to make your vocabulary
usable in multiple linguistic scopes

⭐⭐⭐⭐ Make your vocabulary available via its
namespace URI, both as a formal file and human-
readable documentation, using content negotiation

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Link to other vocabularies by re-using
elements rather than re-inventing

5-star vocabularies 
Vatant, Bernard 2012

5-star vocabularies 
SWJ 2014

Vatant, Bernard. ”5-stars for vocabularies.” 
https://bvatant.blogspot.com/2012/02/is-your-linked-data-
vocabulary-5-star_9588.html (2012)

⭐ There is dereferenceable human-readable
information about the used vocabulary
⭐⭐ The information is available as machine-
readable explicit axiomatization of the vocabulary
⭐⭐⭐ The vocabulary is linked to other
vocabularies

⭐⭐⭐⭐ Metadata about the vocabulary is
available (in a dereferencable and machine-
readable form)
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ The vocabulary is linked to by other
vocabularies

Janowicz, K., Hitzler, P., Adams, B., Kolas, D., & Vardeman, I. 
I. (2014). C. Five Stars of Linked Data Vocabulary Use. 
Semantic Web, 5-3.

67
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Framework

68

“Best Practices for Implementing
FAIR Vocabularies and Ontologies
on the Web” 
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5-star vocabularies 
Vatant, Bernard 2012

5-star vocabularies 
SWJ 2014

ü Feedback to FAIRsFAIR project:
q Merge guidelines
q Reconsider mappings to FAIR 

principles
q Relax and broaden the scope of 

Foundational ontologies
q Clarify standard vs not standard 

technologies

68

Framework

69

“Best Practices for Implementing
FAIR Vocabularies and Ontologies
on the Web” 
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5-star vocabularies 
Vatant, Bernard 2012

5-star vocabularies 
SWJ 2014

• Observations. Principles not addressed:
q F3 (metadata and data linked) 

§ In SW normally embedded
q A1.2 (protocol authentication)

§ In SW normally open license (5-stars 2012) 
and HTTP(s) protocol (LOD principles)

q A2 (metadata available without data)
§ In SW normally embedded
§ Web: Resources might become available

69
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Outline

70

1) Comparing existing approaches

2) Semantic Web practices to be adopted and open issues for FAIR Ontologies

70

Towards FAIR Ontologies – To be Findable

71

Keep from SW Needs Discussion

URIs PersistenceF1

Minimum metadata, 
technical guidelines

Metadata included in the 
ontology

Metadata as a separate 
object, third-party certifierF3

F4 DCAT2

F2

Federation model, SAODs

F1: (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and persistent identifier
F2: data are described with rich metadata (defined by R1 below)
F3: metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the data it
describes
F4: (meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource

71
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Towards FAIR Ontologies – To be Accesible

72

Keep from SW Needs Discussion

URIs PersistenceF1

Minimum metadata, 
technical guidelines

Metadata included in the 
ontology

Metadata as a separate 
object, third-party certifierF3

F4 DCAT2

F2

Federation model, SAODs

HTTP and HTTPSA1, A1.1, A1.2

Preservation policiesA2

A1: (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a standardized 
communications protocol
A1.1: the protocol is open, free, and universally implementable
A1.2: the protocol allows for an authentication and authorization 
procedure, where necessary
A2: metadata are accessible, even when the data are no longer
available

72

Towards FAIR Ontologies – To be Interoperable

73

Keep from SW Needs Discussion

URIs PersistenceF1

Minimum metadata, 
technical guidelines

Metadata included in the 
ontology

Metadata as a separate 
object, third-party certifierF3

F4 DCAT2

F2

Federation model, SAODs

HTTP and HTTPSA1, A1.1, A1.2

Preservation policiesA2

KR languagesI1

Methods to reuse ontologiesI2

Mechanisms to reference 
ontologies

I3

Indicators Not force to reuse FAIR 
vocabularies

I1: (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable 
language for knowledge representation.
I2: (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles
I3: (meta)data include qualified references to other (meta)data

73
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Towards FAIR Ontologies – To be Reusable

74

Keep from SW Needs Discussion

URIs PersistenceF1

Minimum metadata, 
technical guidelines

Metadata included in the 
ontology

Metadata as a separate 
object, third-party certifierF3

F4 DCAT2

F2

Federation model, SAODs

HTTP and HTTPSA1, A1.1, A1.2

Preservation policiesA2

KR languagesI1

Methods to reuse ontologiesI2

Mechanisms to reference 
ontologies

I3

Indicators Not force to reuse FAIR 
vocabularies

R1: (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly 
applicable language for knowledge representation
R1.1: (meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data usage
license
R1.2: (meta)data are associated with detailed provenance

Link to the license URI or 
RDF description of itR1.1

R1.2 PROV-O

R1.3 Community standards

R1 Best practices for document 
and communicate ontologies

74

Towards FAIR Ontologies

75

Keep from SW Needs Discussion

URIs PersistenceF1

Minimum metadata, 
technical guidelines

Metadata included in the 
ontology

Metadata as a separate 
object, third-party certifierF3

F4 DCAT2

F2

Federation model, SAODs

HTTP and HTTPSA1, A1.1, A1.2

Preservation policiesA2

KR languagesI1

Methods to reuse ontologiesI2

Mechanisms to reference 
ontologies

I3

Indicators Not force to reuse FAIR 
vocabularies

Link to the license URI or 
RDF description of itR1.1

R1.2 PROV-O

R1.3 Community standards

R1 Best practices for document 
and communicate ontologies
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Preserving ontology metadata: alternatives

76

Ontology registries help find and curate metadata
- LOV
- BioPortal
- AgroPortal
- FAIRsharing
- Archivo
- ...

Which one to use? Which one will ensure long-term availability?

76

Ensuring long-term preservation of semantic artefacts

78

Educate researchers on available tools to automate ontology 
engineering steps
o For creating permanent identifiers (purl.org/w3id.org)
o Documentation (WIDOCO)
o Diagrams (WebOWL, ChOWLk)
o Publication (OnToology)
o GitHub + releases
o Registries (LOV, prefix.cc, AgroPortal, etc.)

78
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Ensuring long-term preservation of semantic artefacts

79

Provide examples
o Practical guides for publishing ontologies/vocabularies
o Test guidelines against real-world use cases 

79

Promote validators for fixing potential issues
o FOOPS! (FAIR principles)
o OOPS! (Semantic constraints)
o Vapour (Accessibility)

80

Ontology metadata 
summary

FAIRness coverage by category

FAIRness overall score (indicator)

FAIR Category
Check

Check description
Check coverage

Check explanation

Ensuring long-term preservation of semantic artefacts

https://w3id.org/foops/

80

https://w3id.org/foops/
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Useful links

81

Relevant papers:

- Coming to terms with FAIR ontologies: A position paper. María Poveda-Villalón, Paola Espinoza-Arias, Daniel Garijo and 
Oscar Corcho. Proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge 
Management (EKAW 2020)

- Best Practices for Implementing FAIR Vocabularies and Ontologies on the Web. Daniel Garijo and María Poveda-Villalón. 
In Applications and Practices in Ontology Design, Extraction, and Reasoning. IOS Press, Netherlands, 2020

Tools:

- w3id.org: https://github.com/perma-id/w3id.org/
- purl.org: https://purl.org/
- WIDOCO: https://github.com/dgarijo/Widoco/
- OnToology: http://ontoology.linkeddata.es/
- WebOWL: http://vowl.visualdataweb.org/webvowl.html
- ChOWLk: https://github.com/oeg-upm/Chowlk
- FOOPS! https://w3id.org/foops/
- OOPS!: https://oops.linkeddata.es/

- LOV: https://lov.linkeddata.es/
- Agroportal: http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/
- BioPortal: https://fairsharing.org/
- FAIRSharing: https://fairsharing.org/
- Archivo:https://www.dbpedia.org/resour

ces/archivo/
- prefix.cc: http://prefix.cc/

81
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Block 3. Some ongoing work in 
FAIR-IMPACT

82

http://dgarijo.com/papers/EKAW2020_Coming_to_Terms_with_FAIR_Ontologies.pdf
http://dgarijo.com/papers/best_practices2020.pdf
https://github.com/perma-id/w3id.org/
https://purl.org/
https://github.com/dgarijo/Widoco/
http://ontoology.linkeddata.es/
http://vowl.visualdataweb.org/webvowl.html
https://github.com/oeg-upm/Chowlk
https://w3id.org/foops/
https://oops.linkeddata.es/
https://lov.linkeddata.es/
http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/
https://fairsharing.org/
https://fairsharing.org/
https://www.dbpedia.org/resources/archivo/
http://prefix.cc/
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FAIR-IMPACT Work Packages

FAIR-IMPACT Workplan

83

Social Sciences and 
Humanities
The F-UJI tool will be adapted to 
fit SSH relevant community 
standards for FAIR
Photon & Neutron science
A range of components for cross-
domain research data description
will be tested
Life science
Data provenance will be better
documented by extending RO-
Crate to practices on PID usage
Agri-food
Metadata providers will
implement a common API for 
federating access to semantic 
artefacts

Practical implementation of the FAIR principles starting
with integrated use cases on four scientific domains

84

https://fair-impact.eu/fair-impact-workplan
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Our current steps…

Identify semantic interoperability practices in our use cases (in parallel)
§ Start with one of our domains (social sciences, photon and neutron

science, life sciences, agri-food) and write down a short story on how
data/software is searched for and used, so as to identify the current
"technical and semantic interoperability pains" of researchers.
o Once this initial short story (a day in the life of a researcher) is released, look for 

others.
§ Map needs into technical and semantic components
§ A catalogue of components and their functionalities
§ Take the components from the EOSC Interoperability Framework and 

start identifying their functionalities (based on their current use, not on 
our own design ideas)

Explore metadata models for data, software and other research artefactsCon
tribu

tion
s ap

pre
ciat
ed

85
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Take-home messages

86
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Take-home messages

87

§ Semantic interoperability is a clear need to achieve more inside and 
across scientific communities, and to realise the EOSC visión
o Also applicable to other contexts: data spaces, open data, etc.

§ Although well-studied and described, we are still “fighting” with some key
problems…
o Lack of common explicit definitions of terms used inside and across communities
o Lack of common semantic artefacts across communities 
o Lack of common reference repositories
o Lack of common metadata schema across communities

§ … and with the design and implementation of the key enabling
components / building blocks
o Catalogues of semantic artefacts and their metadata
o Crosswalks across metadata models (mapping repository)

§ And finally, a proper governance of all these artefacts inside
communities is needed (but that’s for another talk and discussion)

87

Oscar Corcho

Ontology Engineering Group
Centro de I+D en Inteligencia Artificial (AI.nnovation Space)

Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

Semantic challenges of Open Science, the 
EOSC perspective

CLÔTURE DU PROJET SEMANTICS4FAIR (30/11/2022)

@ocorchoocorcho@fi.upm.es Toulouse30/11/2022
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